All energy scales quoted are measured with respect to the vacuum level, unless otherwise specified.
we have calculated chvss~caOy the spin axxangement which minimizes the total energy. The minimum energy arrangements are, except for an arbitrary uniform rotation of all spina, of the form S(R; ) = S{sin0;, 0, cos9, ), g = (2b, e/a)(0, 0, 1). In particular a perfectly "nesting" Fermi surface, such as in our example for eF =0, should strongly favor a pex'feet ant1ferromagnetlc ox'dex'1ng. (D) It should be emphasized however that the mechanism responsible for magnetic properties in oux' theory is different fx'om either the 'Ruderman-Kittel" contact interaction" or the extended itinerant electx on-exchange mechanism' responsible for the spin-density wave state of chromium. The exchange in this case is perfectly localized and restricted to f-electron-f-electron interaction in the same ionic site; it is in this sense a strongly repulsive "hard-core" interaction. The long-rRnge coupling between spins is R one-electx"on effect, i.e. , a small hybridization of the f shell and the conduction states caused by the lattice potential. The conduction-electron dispersion relation, which defines the "polarizability" of the medium, plays in this case (as in all the other analogous ones) the role of propagating to the spin-spin interactions the singularities due to the Fermi distribution.
(E) In our formulation the effect appears in fourth-order perturbation theory because two spins have to flip to intexact with one another, a,nd ea,ch 8pln flip 1nvolves Rs usuRl two scRttex'-ing processes ("in" and "out" or vice versa) between extended and localized states.
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